
This week, the community took climate justice to heart.

Things were abuzz with commitments to "eat a vegetarian dinner tonight," "bike to work tomorrow,"

or "think more carefully about the long-haul flights I sometimes take"!

Bernice Malinowski, Chicago, USA shared

» I've designated tomorrow, 5/6, for my "single use" experiment - no sandwich bags or plastic

bottles, no aluminum foil, no drink boxes, no bagged chips. Let's see how I do. I'll report my

progress/slip ups on Wednesday. Is anyone else taking part in this experiment? I'd be happy to

hear your experiences.

» My experiment results: I ate fresh fruit and vegetables that i purchased at MacKelly's here in

downtown Chicago and didn't ask for any bagging. I ate with my hands only - no plastic utensils -

nothing to wash except for my hands. I drank water from the drinking fountain at the office. I admit it

was difficult to find a filling meal this way. I'm used to the styrofoam containers. So……..It can be

done, but I was hungry!

Isabel Rodriguez, Mexico tweeted

» there is an amazing amount we can do if we do it together. Stop fatalizing and start acting.  Less

trash, more biking. Start.

» even a sole action as staying at home a day can have an impact in my carbon foot print.  I'm sure

it can add to the whole!



We were impressed with the energy for positive environmental change, even in the face of

concerns about the futility of individual action (as highlighted in the previous section).

The beauty of bioethics is that, for all its philosophical rigor, it is about real life, day in and day

out, and the moral reality we all inhabit.

We can't wait to see what the next week brings!
Thanks for being part of our community.


